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If a student is working toward a regular high school
diploma, it is important to monitor the test scores to
determine if adequate progress is being made. Students
who expect to graduate from a high school must earn a
passing score on the grade 10 FCAT Reading and FCAT
Mathematics. Students will have multiple opportunities
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for students who have previously been identified as
having specific needs. Please contact your local school for
more details.
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Dear Parent or Guardian:

The Pinellas County Schools Student Expectations outline what your student
should learn at this grade level.  You can encourage your student’s learning by
becoming familiar with the Pinellas County Schools Student Expectations and by
reinforcing classroom activities at home.

The Pinellas County Schools’ aim of “Highest Student Achievement” defines
student expectations as the essential content knowledge, reasoning, performance,
or skill that all students should know and be able to do at the end of each grade
level.  Pinellas County teachers and administrators developed these expectations
based on Florida’s Sunshine State Standards, national standards, and current
research.  Achievement of these expectations will help your student score well on
the new Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT).

       We would like to thank the teachers, administrators, and parent focus groups
who have created, reviewed, and revised this family guide.  We welcome your
suggestions and have included a postage-free evaluation form at the end of this
guide.

If you have specific questions regarding curriculum or school programs,
please call your student’s teacher.  Additional information on these expectations
is available on our Pinellas County Home Page under www.pinellas.k12.fl.us.

J. Howard Hinesley, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools

Help for Using This Guide

1.  The nine core subject areas for which expectations have been developed
appear in a colored rectangle at the top of each page.

2.  The words underlined are strands, which begin in kindergarten and grow
more complex as your student progresses through school.

3.  Beneath the strands are the •standards, which are the content knowledge,
reasoning proficiency, performance, or skill that students should know and be
able to do at the end of each grade.

4.  At the end of each subject area is a description of activities you can do with
your student at home to reinforce what your student is learning at school.

A Family Guide for Student Success
Level Seven
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Evaluation of

A Family Guide for Student Success
(Pinellas County Schools Student Expectations)

My Student’s School _______________________________________

Today’s Date _________________________________ Grade Level 7

On a scale of 1 (no, not at all) to 5 (yes, definitely), please rate each of the following:

No Uncertain Yes

Not at all Definitely

1. Are the expectations in this 1 2 3 4 5

guide appropriate for the

grade level?

2. Are the expectations in this 1 2 3 4 5

guide clearly stated?

3. Are the expectations in this 1 2 3 4 5

guide possible?

4. Do you understand these 1 2 3 4 5

expectations?

5. Are the “Helpful Hints to 1 2 3 4 5

Use at Home” useful?

Comments or suggestions to improve the

Pinellas County Schools Student Expectations:

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Please return this survey to your student’s teacher.
Teachers:

Please return surveys to the SAGE office, Administration Building.
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Language Arts
In Reading, your student:

• reads a variety of material.
• uses effective strategies before, during, and after reading to determine the

meaning of challenging material.
• learns new vocabulary using a variety of strategies.
• reads effectively when using technology.

In Writing, your student:
• uses the writing process: prewriting, composing, revising, editing, and

publishing.
• writes in a variety of formats: letters, summaries, narratives, persuasive

essays, and expository essays.
• uses prewriting strategies such as webbing, brainstorming, and outlining.
• evaluates and revises written work.
• produces edited writing with correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation,

sentence structure, and format.
• uses technology to access and process information for writing.

In Language, your student:
• uses correct grammar in speaking and writing.
• uses formal and informal language appropriately, according to the situation.

In Literature, your student:
• reads and understands classic and contemporary literature.
• understands literary terminology.

In Listening, Viewing, and Speaking, your student:
• uses effective listening strategies.
• uses critical thinking skills when viewing television and motion pictures.
• uses effective spoken language: good eye contact, clear diction, and

appropriate tone and volume.

Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Have a variety of reading materials available.
❏  Let your student see you read and write.
❏  Engage in conversations about newspaper articles and television.
❏  Enrich vocabulary with a family “word of the day.”
❏  Encourage your student to keep a journal of ideas for writing.



Mathematics
In Number Sense, Concepts, and Operations, your student:

• associates oral names, written names and standard numerals with integers,
fractions, decimals, percents, and numbers involving exponents, scientific
notation, and absolute value.

• compares size of fractions, decimals, and percents, using < and > symbols
and a number line.

• explains the effects arithmetic operations have on numbers.
• selects the appropriate operation and order of operations to solve problems.
• solves problems using mental math, paper and pencil, and technology.
• predicts results and determines if an answer is reasonable by using estimation

strategies which include rounding.

In Measurement, your student:
• derives and uses formulas for perimeter, area, surface area, and volume of

two-and three-dimensional shapes.
• uses formulas for finding rate, distance, time, and angle measures.
• uses complementary, supplementary, parallel line, and polygonal

relationships to determine measures of angles.
• describes how the change in one dimension of a figure affects its other

measurements.
• constructs, interprets, and uses scale drawings to solve real-world problems.
• chooses the appropriate unit of measure to compare, contrast and convert

units within either the metric or customary systems.
• solves real-world and mathematical problems involving estimates of

measurements using a variety of strategies.
• selects appropriate units and tools to measure to the degree of accuracy

required in real-world problem situations.

In Geometry and Spatial Sense, your student:
• describes, draws, identifies, and analyzes two- and three-dimensional

geometric figures.
• classifies polygons using definitions and properties.
• understands the concepts of reflections, perpendicularity, parallelism and

transformations (e.g., flips, slides, turns and enlargements).
• graphs geometric figures on a coordinate plane.
• predicts and verifies patterns involving tessellations (a covering of a plane

with congruent copies of the same pattern with no holes and no overlaps, as
in floor tiles).

• identifies and graphs ordered pairs of numbers and linear equations (using a
table of numbers) on a rectangular coordinate system (graph).

7-3

Notes
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Mathematics
In  Algebraic Thinking, your student:

• creates, reads, and interprets graphs and tables to develop algebraic expressions.
• given instances of a pattern, writes a description of the pattern using words or

variables.
• translates between words and algebraic expressions.
• graphs solutions to equations on number lines and coordinate planes.
• describes relationships and patterns using words, symbols and variables.
• evaluates algebraic expressions.
• translates problem-solving situations into single-variable algebraic equations

and inequalities and solves them.
• uses various problem solving strategies (e.g.,  tables, charts, graphs, pictures

and trial and error).

In Data Analysis and Probability, your student:
• collects, organizes, and displays data in a variety of forms (e.g., tables, line

graphs, charts, and bar graphs).
• understands and applies concepts of range and central tendency (mean,

median, mode) and calculates for a given set of data.
• expresses probability as fractions, decimals, and percents.
• makes predictions in real-life situations that are based on experimental or

theoretical results.
• recognizes misleading representations of statistical data.

Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Encourage the use of appropriate math software on a home computer.
❏  Provide a study area that is quiet, where she/he can concentrate with

appropriate tools (e.g., a scientific calculator, ruler, protractor, compass).
❏  Encourage your child to discuss what he or she learned in mathematics that

day.
❏  Ask your student to interpret graphs shown in the newspaper.
❏  Involve your student in activities that involve estimation (e.g., estimating the

time it will take to drive to school, the length of the room, the amount of the
grocery bill by rounding to the nearest dollar).

❏  Ask your student to estimate the change she or he will receive when making
cash purchases.

❏  Ask to see your student’s mathematics tests and have him or her correct
mistakes.

❏  Discuss how mathematics is used in a variety of jobs and how you use it in
your daily life.

❏  Reinforce basic facts.

Three Standard Diploma Options
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Florida students have the opportunity to access the 24 credit graduation option
which fully prepares them for college entrance nationwide, a technical school, or
the military if electives, mathematics and other academic courses are chosen wisely.

A student, however, may wish to only pursue the Standard College Preparatory or
Career Preparatory 18 credit option.  The student shall submit to the high school
principal and guidance counselor a signed parental consent to enter the 3-year
accelerated graduation program.  In order to select an 18 credit graduation option,
a student must achieve at least a level 3 on the most recent FCAT reading,
mathematics and writing assessments.  If you think you may be interested in
either of the three-year graduation options, please see your guidance counselor
for further information.  If you do not select a graduation option, your
guidance counselor will assign you the four-year 24 credit option.  In the 18
credit Standard College Preparatory option, students must earn at least a B in an
unweighted class and a C in a weighted class to receive course credit.  In the 18
credit Career Preparatory option students must earn at least a C in an unweighted
class and a D in a weighted class to receive course credit.  An 18 credit student
who does not score level 3 or higher on the 10th grade writing assessment, achieve
5 credits by the end of grade 9 or 11 credits by the end of grade 10 will be reassigned
to the 24 or 29 credit program.

Additional Information:

*1.  The total number of credits required for graduation from a four year program
is 29 in a high school offering a 4x4 block schedule with 32 credit opportunities.

**2.  Students earning a 24 credit standard diploma or an 18 credit Career
Preparatory diploma are not required to take a world language course.  Students
wishing to meet state university entrance requirements, however, must earn two
world language credits in sequential courses.
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Science
In Energy, your student:

• recognizes that energy changes in form with varying efficiency.
• understands the interaction of matter and energy.

In Processes that Shape the Earth, your student:
• recognizes that processes in the lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and

biosphere interact to shape the Earth.
• understands the need for protection of the natural systems on Earth.

In Processes of Life, your student:
• describes patterns of structure and function in living things.
• understands the process and importance of genetic diversity.

In How Living Things Interact with Their Environment, your student:
• understands the competitive, interdependent, cyclic nature of living things in

the environment.
• understands the consequences of using limited natural resources.

In The Nature of Science, your student:
• uses scientific processes and habits of the mind to solve problems.
• understands that most natural events occur in comprehensible, consistent

patterns.
• understands the interweaving and interdependence of science, technology,

and society.

In Science Process Skills, your student:
• makes well-reasoned decisions based on available data and alternatives, and

predicts/weighs the consequences of those decisions.
• demonstrates the use of inquiry techniques such as formulating valid questions

and hypotheses, making predictions, planning and executing experiments,
making careful observations, classifying, interpreting, and analyzing data, and
drawing plausible conclusions.

• understands and communicates science content and concepts using accepted
verbal and written formats.

• demonstrates a variety of problem-solving and decision-making techniques,
and knows those that best fit a particular problem.

• properly chooses and uses a wide variety of laboratory equipment to measure
physical properties of materials, and accurately reports/records quantitative
and qualitative observations.

Three Standard Diploma Options

All students scheduled to graduate in 2004 and thereafter must select one of the
three high school graduation options listed below by the end of grade 9 (or by the
end of 1st semester for grade 10 students new to the district.)  It is important to set
personal career goals and to consider your postsecondary education plans to help
you determine which graduation option is best for you.  Please review this high
school course comparison chart provided for your reference.

♦ 24 credits*
 College Preparatory and

Career Preparatory
4 year option

4 English

3 Mathematics
(Successful
completion of
Algebra I or a series
of courses equivalent
to Algebra I)

3 Science

3 Social Studies
(includes 1/2 Am.
Govt., 1 Am.History,
1 World History &
1/2 Economics)

**
1 Physical Education

(includes 1/2
Personal Fitness)

1/2 Fine Arts AND
1/2 Practical Arts OR
   1 Fine Arts OR
   1 Practical Arts.

1/2 Health Life Mgt.
  Skills

8 1/2 Electives

2.0 GPA or above
Passing score on FCAT

♦ 18 credits
Standard College

Preparatory
3 year option

4 English

3 Mathematics
(At the Algebra I
level or higher from
the list of courses that
qualify for state
university admissions)

3 Science

3 Social Studies
(includes 1/2 Am.
Govt., 1 Am. History,
1 World History &
1/2 Economics)

2 World Language
(must be same
language)

3 Electives

6 of the 18 credits must be
weighted honors courses

3.0 GPA or above
Passing score on FCAT

♦ 18 credits
Career Preparatory

3 year option

4 English

3 Mathematics
(One of which must
be Algebra I)

3 Science

3 Social Studies
(includes 1/2 Am.
Govt., 1 Am. History,
1 World History &
1/2 Economics)

3 in a single
Vocational or Career
Ed. Program, or in
Career and Technical
Certificate Dual
Enrollment courses,
or 5 credits in
Vocational or Career
Ed. Courses

2 Electives (unless 5
credits are earned in
Vocational or
Career Ed.)

3.0 GPA or above
Passing score on FCAT
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Science
• collects, records, graphs, computes, and analyzes the significance of a variety

of data.
• uses appropriate mathematical skills in solving problems.

In Habits of Mind, your student:
• demonstrates the ability to think critically and creatively.
• applies skepticism, reason, honesty, objectivity, tolerance, open-mindedness,

and data-analysis to form a basis for personal ethical behavior.
• demonstrates a curiosity about the natural world, and shares that curiosity

with others.
• consistently seeks and makes connections between school learning and real-

world life.

In Unifying Themes of Science, your student:
• recognizes and identifies common patterns in substances, systems, processes,

data, equations, and theories; makes predictions based on those patterns.
• recognizes and identifies factors that lead to change, and those that lead to

stability.
• describes interrelated parts of a variety of systems, and the interactions those

parts play in the function of the systems.
• discusses a variety of science/technology/society interactions, and the

positive and negative tradeoffs involved in their evolution.
• understands and uses the predictive power of science to make lifelong

decisions affecting positive health and well-being.

Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Discuss, visit, and become involved with  gardening, pets, forests,

agriculture, SPCA, humane society, veterinarians, hospitals, etc.
❏  Research and discuss relationships among climate, global location, and the

plant and animals that thrive there
❏  Discuss issues related to nutrition, growth, reproduction, and healthy living.
❏  Watch and discuss “nature shows” on TV.
❏  Visit zoos and botanical gardens.
❏  Discuss and practice prudent use of fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides in

the yard.
❏  Visit an energy-conservation home (e.g., the Florida house in Sarasota).
❏  Reduce, reuse, and recycle; check containers for recycling ability or history.
❏  Visit a nature park; discuss what you see or don’t see and why.
❏  Encourage a healthy diet based on wellness information; develop an

exercise routine.

The Pinellas County Graduate is a Knowledgeable Individual who:
❏ acquires essential knowledge in the areas of language arts, mathematics,

social studies, science, related arts, world languages, health, human
movement and fitness, and technology.

❏ is diversely educated and informed of the geographies, histories, and
cultures of the community, state, nation, and world.

The Pinellas County Graduate is a Collaborative Team Worker who:
❏ shows appreciation and consideration for others when negotiating solutions

and resolving conflicts.
❏ works well with men and women from diverse backgrounds and ages.
❏ uses effective leadership skills to define and delegate tasks and achieve
   goals.
❏ shares the responsibility of the team personally and as a team member.

Graduation Expectations
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Social Studies
In Time, Continuity, and Change (History), your student:

• examines the role of physical and cultural geography in shaping events in
Europe and the Americas (e.g., explorations, settlement patterns, wars).

• describes the artistic, literary, culinary, and architectural contributions of
various cultures throughout Europe and the Americas.

• describes the impact of geographical factors on the development of
civilizations in Europe and the Americas (economic, political, social
systems).

• explains current issues facing the people of Europe and the Americas (e.g.,
population growth, land use, endangered species, education reform,
urbanization) .

In People, Places, and Environment (Geography), your student:
• draws, labels, and interprets maps of social, political, and economic regions

of Europe and the Americas.
• examines how and why places change over time (e.g., population shifts,

economics, technology, natural disasters).
• describes human interactions through trade, travel, and political alliances.
• describes the consequences when people change the physical environment in

Europe and the Americas.
• identifies physical features of places in Europe and the Americas.
• describes how land use, livelihoods, building materials, and recreation reflect

the characteristics of physical environment in Europe and the Americas.
• describes changes in maps over time.
• identifies regions at different spatial scales (e.g., hemisphere, continent,

country).
• describes how natural disasters (e.g., hurricanes, famines, earthquakes)

impact human systems.
• uses geographic tools such as maps, globes, charts, and graphs to gather and

report information on people and places in Europe and the Americas.

In Government and the Citizen (Civics), your student:
• examines major ideas of why government is necessary.
• compares the essential structures of government in the U. S. with structures

of governments in Europe and the Americas.
• demonstrates an awareness of current political issues in Europe and

the Americas.

Graduation Expectations

     The Graduation Expectations reflect the district, state, community, and
workplace requirements.  The expectations are in all subjects and focus on broad
life-related skills and characteristics that make students quality producers.  They
incorporate future trends that will influence the lives of students and will help
them make responsible, ethical, financial, and civic decisions.  The graduation
expectations are listed in bold below followed by selected descriptors created by
educators, parents, business representatives, and the community.

The Pinellas County Graduate is a Problem Solver who:
❏ identifies problems and challenges of a rapidly changing world.
❏ demonstrates creative and critical thinking skills in order to solve real-life

problems.
❏ recognizes and proposes nonviolent solutions to local, national, and world

issues.
❏ makes decisions by researching, collecting, recording, and analyzing

pertinent data from a variety of sources using diverse thinking processes
and applying effective strategies.

The Pinellas County Graduate is a Responsible Individual who:
❏ is accountable for his or her actions.
❏ adapts to changes in order to live a physically, mentally, and emotionally

balanced life.
❏ recognizes the contribution of diversity to society.
❏ displays a commitment to family.
❏ contributes to the community.
❏ demonstrates respect for the environment.

The Pinellas County Graduate is a Self-directed Learner who:
❏ creates a positive vision with multiple options for his or her own future.
❏ sets aims and goals and takes responsibility for executing a success plan.
❏ is a lifelong learner who monitors and evaluates his or her own progress.

The Pinellas County Graduate is an Effective Communicator who:
❏ receives and presents information in a variety of forms and ways.
❏ interacts effectively with a variety of audiences by demonstrating effective

skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
❏ interprets human experiences through media, literature, and the arts.
❏ uses technology as a communication tool.
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Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Share your history: “I remember when....”
❏  Use a map or globe to identify places in the news.
❏  Work with your student to track a hurricane.
❏  Plan a trip to a destination in Europe or the Americas that has a historical or

cultural background and identify activities to experience (museums, foods,
buildings, tours).

❏  Have your student use maps to plan the route for a trip or vacation.
❏  Ask your student to share views on current issues.
❏  Assist your student in participating in a community service activity.
❏  Encourage your student to keep up with current events by reading the

newspaper or watching news casts with you, and discuss these events.

Social Studies Visual Arts
In Skills and Techniques, your student:

• uses two- and three-dimensional materials, tools, and processes to
communicate an idea (e.g., creates prints, learns ceramic techniques, explores
painting media).

• demonstrates the responsible, safe, and specific use of tools and materials.
• combines the elements of art and principles of design appropriately in a work

of art (e.g., repeated shapes or forms can give a work of art unity).
• produces works of art which demonstrate technical skill with materials.

In Creation and Communication, your student:
• communicates an idea by appropriately using the elements of art and

principles of design (e.g., painting an assemblage with a single color
emphasizing the 3-dimensional forms of the work).

• explains how subject, theme, and symbols show meanings or ideas.
• uses problem-solving skills in creating a work of art.

In Cultural and Historical Connections, your student:
• recognizes the functions of art and artists in various cultures and time periods.
• uses cultural and historical themes, trends, and styles in a work of art.

In Aesthetic and Critical Analysis, your student:
• uses appropriate language to describe, analyze, interpret, and judge artworks

(e.g., bold forms and earthy colors in some of Diego Rivera’s murals
emphasize his respect for everyday men and women).

• responds to works of art using information about the artist’s intent, time period,
place, and culture.

In Applications to Life, your student:
• participates in community-based art experiences (e.g., clubs, shows, contests).
• identifies visual art career opportunities and related skills.
• recognizes that people create art for various reasons (e.g., advertising, leisure).
• describes the role of museums, galleries, and studios.

Helpful Hints to use at home
❏  Encourage use of a sketch book to record images and ideas.
❏  Sign, date, and save your student’s artwork in a folder or portfolio.
❏  Display art work in the home and discuss the personal message of the artist.
❏  Provide opportunities to view original works of art in the community.
❏  Share your own talents and interests in the visual arts.
❏  Encourage participation with art through various art activities.
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World Languages

In Communication, your student:
• expands conversational practice, expresses a range of feelings and emotions,

and supports opinions.
• presents written and spoken language on topics of personal interest.
• presents information, ideas, and concepts to listeners or readers on topics of

personal interest.
• uses technology and print to investigate cultures and/or communicate with

people who speak the language being studied.

In Culture, your student:
• demonstrates an understanding of the relationship among the attitudes,

values, and art forms (e.g., art, literature, music, dance) of the culture being
studied.

• uses knowledge of the target language attitudes, values, and art forms in
cultural practices in his or her native language and cultural development.

In Connections, your student:
• strengthens and furthers knowledge of other subject areas through the study

of the world language.
• acquires and uses information and perspectives that are available only

through the target language.

In Comparisons, your student:
• recognizes that languages use different structures and forms to communicate

and uses this knowledge to improve communication skills in his or her
native language.

• recognizes that cultures have different practices of interaction and uses this
knowledge to better understand his or her native culture.

In Communities, your student:
• expands the use of the language within and

beyond the school setting.

Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Monitor your student’s daily attendance and oral and written practice of the

language.
❏  Encourage your student to complete all homework assignments.
❏  Have regular contact with the world language teacher to check on your

student’s progress.
❏  Encourage your student to find a “study buddy” from his or her class.
❏  Encourage your student to be a risk taker in using his or her new language.

Physical Education

In Movement, your student:
• participates successfully in physical activities.
• designs and performs gymnastic, dance, and/or game related body

movements in a sequence.
• enhances his/her ability to use basic manipulative, locomotor, non-locomotor

skill patterns.
• uses offensive and defensive concepts in activities.
• identifies and follows rules.

In Motor Skills, your student:
• refines a mature pattern of throwing, kicking, hand dribbling, catching, and

striking while participating in modified versions of team and individual
sports.

In Physical Activity, Personal Fitness, and Wellness, your student:
• understands the components of physical fitness.
• uses technology to assess, enhance, and maintain fitness and related skills.
• recognizes the importance of and plans a personal fitness plan.
• understands and applies rules, fair play, and good sportsmanship in physical

activity settings.
• knows the effects of substance abuse on personal health and performance.

Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Observe a game, dance, or gymnastic event and identify the basic skills.
❏  Encourage participation in a daily physical activity.
❏  Observe or participate in an activity using offensive and defensive

strategies.
❏  Practice and apply throwing, catching, kicking, hand dribbling, and striking

skills.
❏  Plan a fitness program, keep a calendar, and analyze the results of personal

and/or family fitness levels.
❏  Visit the library and learn about athletic substance abuse.
❏  Attend or volunteer at sporting events for challenged individuals (e.g.,

Special Olympics, Challenger Little League).
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Health

In Health Literacy, your student:
• recognizes that puberty brings about physical changes which influence the

need for good personal hygiene.
• analyzes personal hygiene products and services.
• reviews basic techniques for medical emergencies.
• identifies factors that may lead to accidents or injuries.
• analyzes health information, products and services using a variety of

resources including technology.
• identifies community, state, and national resources that assist with consumer

health issues.
• identifies factors in the environment that affect personal and family health.
• identifies various ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle to preserve the earth’s

resources.

In Responsible Health Behavior, your student:
• practices good personal hygiene.
• demonstrates first aid and safety techniques.
• uses decision-making skills to evaluate consumer health issues.
• applies strategies for waste reduction at home, school, and community.

In Health Advocacy and Promotion, your student:
• promotes a safe environment at home, school, and in the community.
• works cooperatively with others to solve consumer health problems.
• works cooperatively with others to develop strategies to reduce pollution

(e.g., air, water, landfills).

Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Discuss the need to recycle.
❏  Encourage the use of personal hygiene products.
❏  Discuss consumer health problems that affect the family.
❏  Keep updated on school and community environmental activities.
❏  Practice emergency drills and procedures for your home.
❏  Include your student when updating emergency phone lists.
❏  Reinforce the wearing of bike helmets and seat belts.
❏  Participate in an annual home safety check.

Music

In Skills and Techniques, your student:
• sings/plays instrument accurately and expressively.
• maintains own part in a group.
• uses correct posture and tone production techniques.
• performs music from various historical periods, cultures, and styles.
• responds to the cues of a conductor.
• sight reads own part in a given music example.
• interprets written musical symbols and terms.
• writes notation after hearing a music example.

In Creation and Communication, your student:
• improvises new endings to familiar or unfamiliar tunes.
• improvises an accompaniment to a given piece of music.

In Cultural and Historical, your student:
• discusses music from various periods, styles and cultures.
• discusses the relationship of various types of music (e.g., country, blues, folk,

stage/film, gospel, jazz) to the cultural/historical setting.

In Critical Thinking, your student:
• analyzes patterns found in a piece of music (e.g., identifies the principal

melody).
• uses music vocabulary to describe expressive elements in a piece of music

(e.g., understands that “adagio” indicates a slower speed).

In Applications to Life, your student:
• understands connections between music and related arts.
• understands many ways the media use music (e.g., the relationship between

music selected for radio stations and consumer preferences).
• demonstrates appropriate audience behavior in various musical settings.
• demonstrates that music preferences reflect one’s own personal experiences.

Helpful Hints to Use at Home
❏  Encourage your student to participate in music activities offered in and out

of school.
❏  Encourage your student to listen to various types and styles of music.
❏  Attend a variety of performances (e.g., musical theater, jazz, folk festivals).
❏  Use technology (e.g., Internet, keyboard, computer software) to further the

study of music.
❏  Encourage participation in local/state summer music camps.


